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'Following extensive hearings, the Federal ·Power Commission

recently issued two regulations~ O~der Number 555 ~nd Order

Number 561, concerning the treatment accorded to construction

·work in progress and the calculation of specific rates for the

allowance for funds used during construction. These regulations

may reflect a trend in dealing with the complicated problem.

They recognize that (ll justification does exist for rate base

treatment for certain items of CWIP and that certain conditions

make this treatment the most viable alternative, and (2) the

percentage of CWIP capitalized as an allowance for funds used

during construction should consider all sources of capital in a

uniform formulary method. The November, 1976 Order Number 555

adopted specific principles in regard to rate base treatment of

CWIP. Prior to this order the Commission had not permitted

electric utilities to earn a return on plants in the process of

construction by inclusi6n in the rate base for purposes of cur-

rent revenue requirements. lIowever,due to the changing environ-

ment in which utilities operate today, an environment character-

ized by long construction periods, ~gh construction costs and cash
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flow problems, ,the Commission has concluded that it will not

adhere to an absolute rule that a plant must be "used and useful"

. in the traditional sense before it is included in the rate base .

. The other regulation, Order Number 561, issued in February 1977

establishes a uniform formulary method for determining the

maximum rates to be used in' computing the Allowance for Funds

Used During Construction (AFUDC) and amends the Unifo'rm System

of Accounts for public utilities to provide accounting require

ments for AFUDG which reflect the elements entering into the

determination of AFUDC rates. The objective of this rule is to .

establish a method which will give recognition 'to the inter~

relationship between ~apital utilized for rate c~se purposes

and the AFUDC capital components, and to do so in a manner that

will permit utilities to earn a return on. total operations,

including CWIP, at approximately the rate which would be

allo~ed in a rate case.

Order. Number 555

Rationale for the Inclusion of CWIP in Rate Base

The inclusion of CWIP in .the rate base for. purposes of

ratemaking has been the subject of much conflict. (See Mattutat,

Public Utilities Fortnightly, March 3, 1977) The traditional

view of utility regulation is that a~sets included in the rate

base should be "used and useful," which excluded CWIP. However,

regulation also :recognized that the financial expenses of con

structionwere legitimate expenses which must Ultimately' be

borne by the ratepayer. The AFUDC .method was developed to
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accommodate this problem. This method resulted in capitalizing

the cost of funds employed during construction and recognizing

and AFUDC income for a like amount. Since this income was a

non--cash income, its "quality" has been.seriously questioned.

Its ultimate conversion to cash income occurred when the asset

went "on Ifne" and d'epreciation expense and rate base increment

were recove.red in the revenue requirements. However, lack of

timely rate relief and lack of demand could change the realized

rate. It is· not unreasonable to expect that beyond a certain'

point the investor will discount the value of t'he' AFUDC earn-

ings. Empirically, it has been difficult to ascertain the'exact

effect. (Regression analysis was used by Arkansas Power and'

Light (10/76) to subs-tantiate this.)

In addition to the quality of earnings, the AFUDC method

has resulted in cash flow problems. Cash dividends are paid
. .

on the AFUDC earnings. In many cases, earnings from the s'ale

of utility servies are not adequate to meet the current common

sto~k cash diVidends. This failure to cover current dash divi

derids from profits of current utilityo~eration~ seriously

affected the firms' cash flows, especially when considered con-

comitantly with the large construction expenditures.

The National Power Survey Technical Advisory Committee on

Finance in 1975 indicated that the electric~l utility industry

will need to raise $175 billion to $335 billion in the next 10,

years,of which $115 billion to $220 billion is projected to come

. from the capital markets. It is questionable whether the AFUDC
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method ~mplo~ed in the past will enable utilities to attract

investors. Not only must the firms be in the capital markets

more frequently than if their earnings were all cash, but they'

must pay a premium on borrowed funds since a varying amount of

the AFUDC funds is subtracted for interest coverag~ ratios by

bond rating agencies. In 1974 there were instances in which.

utilities were unable to finance with common or preferred stocl{

due to the bond indenture clauses requiring coverage which

excluded these AFUDC earnings.

The benefits to the consumer of the 'CWIP inclusion in the

rate base are two-fold, regardless of the fact ·that the rate

base.is. larger. (1) The cost' of debt and equity will be lower

thereby partly offsetting the rate base effect. Since the

quality of earnings will be improved, the frequency of financ

ing will be lowered and coverage ratios raised. It is not

unreasonable to expect the cost of capital to the utilities to

be lowered. (2) Rates In the future will be lower due to the

lower depreciation charges and a lower rate base which has not

. been inflated by AFUDC. As Muttutat correctly points out, the

time value of money is also an important consideration for the

ratepayer. If his time value of money, considering his tax .

bracket is less than the utilities, it would be to his advantage

to have CWIP in the rate base~

The Public Utilities Research 'Center at the University of

Florida has developed a computer simulation of the alternative

accouQting methods for CWIP. The simulation showed that over
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the lifetime of the asset the.pres~nt value of the revenue

requirements for the rate base treatment and the capitalization

treatment were identical if the consumer's time value of money

were the same as the utilities. However, if the consumer's dis

count rate is less than that of the utility he would prefer the

rate base treatment. Conversely,.if his discount rate is.higher

he would prefer capitalization.

Identity of Ratepayers

The traditional argument against CWIP in the rat,e base is

that present. customers would be burdened with cost incurred for

the benefit of future customers. The lack of identity could be

due to (1) geographic mobility, (2) extensions of service to

the new areas, (3) intergenerational growth, and (4) population

growth. However, the New York Public Service Commission in

discussing the identity of the ratepayers noted that a substan

tial portion of construction requirements resulted ,from increas

ing demands made by present customers rather than growth in

number of customers. (Long Island Lighting Comp'any, 99 PUR 3d

460(1973).) If the plan~were not under construction, th~ con

sumer might well face a certain danger of future power

insufficiency.

The above considerations led the Commission to a new inter

pretation of "used and useful" assets as opposed to the tradi

tional meaning~ However, the interpretation involves judgements

which a're companyspecifie. At the present time. there is only

one area where the FPC has agr~ed for all companies that the
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rate base treatment would beequitabl~, and this is in the area

of pollution abatement and conversion facilities~

In the area of facilities which are required because of the

current generation's commitment to the control of pol.lution, ·or

its conservation of existing stocks of natural resources,the

Commission will allow the inc1usion of CWIP in the rate base.

If the facility is to be used for pollution control, or for the

conversion of plants to the burning of other fossil fuels which

now burn oil or gas, it is viewed ·as the commitment of the.

present generation.

Current national policy supports the policy that plants

previously burning gas convert to the use of other fuels arid

that·many oil burning plants convert to fuels other than· gas.

The reasons for such con~ersion include curtailment of the gas

supply and related policies of the FPC und~r the Natural .Gas

Act and the Federal Power Act.

Definition of Pollution Control Facilities: The defin! ....

tion 6f facilities to be treated as pollutioncontrbl facili

ties includes identifiable structures or portions of structures

which are designed to reducethe.amount of pollution produced'

by the. underlying power facility. A facility which lessens

pollution by substituting a different non-polluting· method of

generation shall not be included within the definition. Neither

does the definition include facilities for generation of addi

tional p6wer necessitated by the operation of pollution control
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facilities. In determining which facilities qualify as pollu-

tion control facilities, the Commission will consider whether

the facilities (1) conform with IRS language, (2) are certified

by a local, state, or federal agency as being in conformity with

a pollution control program, and (3) if they meet the definitions

of environme~tal protection facilities of FPC Form 1, Sections4A-D.

Definition of Fuel Convers:lo.n Facilities

'The def~nition of facilities to be treated as fuel conver

sion facilities are those which enable (l) a plant' which prev

iously burned natural gas to ~onvert to th~use of other fuels,

a'nd (2) oJ..l-burning plants to- convert to fuels other than natural

g~s. Such 1acilitieswould include those which alter internal

plant workings, such as oil or coal. burners, soot blowers, bottom

ash removal sy~tems and concomitant air pollution central facili

ties needed for receiving and storing the ~lternat~ fuel, which

wbuldnot be necessary if the plant continued as originally

designed.

Effec-tof These Changes on FPC Jurisdictional Wholesale Rates

The inclusion in the rate base of these facilities would

involve an initial rate inc~ease estirhated-tohe from 1:-2 per

cent. This will be offset by lower rates wheri the equip~ent.

goes in service. In 1975, if the pollution equipment CWIP

reported on FPC Form 1 had been allowed in the rate base, whole

sale rates would have been adjusted by less than one percent. Dur

ing the next five years the CWIP for pollution control and COD-



FIGURE I

Simplified Balance Sheet and Relationships of Allowed

Rate of Return to the Total Cost of Capital.

Assets Capital Structure
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AFUDC rate
CWIP as %- total assets
Allowed rate of return 'on rate base
Rate base as% totala~~ets

short-term debt rate
short-term debt as %total capital
long-term debt rate (embedded)
long-term debt as % total capital
preferred rate (embedded)
preferred stock as % tot~l capital
cost of common equity

"common ,equity as % total capital
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version is expected to rise.as a percentage of total CWIP and

1-2 percent is' the present estimate of the effect.

Severe Financial Stress

In individual proceedings, the Commission will permit in-

elusion of CWIP in the rate base where the utility is in severe

financial stress. If circUmstances arise whereby the construp--

tion program has resulted in an inability to raise additional

capital at reasonable rates or increased the required' rate of

return on equity subst~ntially in excess of the cost of equity

capital to otherwis~ similar electric utilities, consideration

will be given to inclusion of CWIP in the rate base.

Order Number 561

Interrelationship Between Capital Costs for Rate Purposes
and AFDC

The purpose of this order is to establish a method for

determining a rate for AFDC that wil'l permi t ut!'li ties to.

achieve a rate of return on total operations which will not

omit important categories of!capital 'cost or result in double

counting of the same capital cost. Employing the procedure

used in rate cases, a method for determining AFU'DC was devised

which essentially looks at the total capi tal structure of the.

utility. Figure 1 shows the basic assumption used to analyze

the problems involved. It is "assumed th~t the utility's

permanent capital structure plus short-term borrowing is equal'

to the sum of it~ rate base plus CWIP~ In rate proceedings,

-_•.. - •._ __._.~~--



FIGURE 2

Formula for Calculation of Component Rates of Allowance for Funds Used During Constr'uction

I. Gross allowance for borrowed funds used dur'ing construction:
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short-term debt typically has not .been included in rate of

return computations for cost of service purposes on the grounds

. that such debt is temporary and is used essentially for con~

struction. Order Number 561 adopts the approach th~t short

term debt cost should be capitalized through AFUDc.. Many

respondents objected to the weight given Short-term debt in

the rule and argued that' short-term debt is not necessarily

the first source of construction funds as indicated by the

formula in Figure 2. Even though'it is acknowledged that it

is impossible,to trace the source of funds used for various

corporate purposes, it was necessary to handle short~term debt

in this. manner due to the procedure for handling the permanent

capital structure in rate procedings. This method will not

result in double counting of the same capital cost or omit

categories.

Incremental versus Embedded Cost

The issue of double. counting, involving marginal and

embedded cost of debt, is frequently raised where AFUDC rate

calculations are concerned. Regulatory commissions use a

weighted average for their calculations of cost'of capital,

based on book value and embedded cost which includes the cost- of
. .

new as well as old issues. This rate is applied to the rate

base, as well as the CWIP. The only way that incremental

cost can be employed forAFUDC
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and not double counted is to subtract the proportional fraction

of the incremental costing debt out of the embedded cost of

debt and preferred used for the rate base application. Refer

ring to Figure 1, it 6an be seen that the cost used for debt on

the l.eft-hand side of the equation must be the same as the cost

on the right-hand side, othe,rwise, the desired relationships do

n6t hold. To use the incremental cost as the valid long-term I

debt 'rate for AFUDC would require its deduction from the embedded

cost of debt used for rate base·assets.

Segregation of AFUDC into Two Components

In order to better inform the reader of the financial

statements as to the n'ature and level of the capi talized allow

ance, AFUDCis segregated into two components, Allowance. for

Borrowed Funds Used During Construction and Allowance for

Other Funds Used During Construct ion. Since there is little

conceptual difference between capitalizing the cost of borrowed

funds and tither cost of construction such as labor and mater~'

ials, the interest cost is allocated by a reduction in the

Interest Charged Section of the income statement rather than

being recognized as an income item as it formerly was. To the

extent that AFUDC income has been used for interest coverage ~

this may lower interest coverage since "Other Income" will be

reduced upon application of this regulation. The result of

the new regulation is that CWIP will be increased for the sum

of the two AFUDC components, hot to exceed the amounts computed

in accordance with the formulas prescribed (Figure 2). Other

Income will be credited for the·I.'Allowanee for other Funds Used

During Construction" .and Interest Charges will be reduced by
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the amount of the 'All~wance for Borrowed Funds' Us en Ouring

Corist-ruction." The effect on the financial statement can be

seen in Figure' 3, Net Income for the period will be increased'

by the sum of the two components

Tax Trea.tment

Order Number 530 was structured to accommodate utilities
""

under the rate jurisdiction of various state regulatory bodies

that mayor may not authorize deferred tax accounting for rate

p.urposes. If a· net of taX: .allowance .for funds rates is pre

scribed by the regulatorybody, then it is not necessary to

defer income taxes related to the interest component of AFUDC.

Calculation' of Components of Construction Cost

The formulas for.the maximum gross allowance for borrowed

funds used during construction rate and the maximum allowance

for other funds used during construction rate can be seen in

Figure 2.· The .. rates shalL'.be determined annually. The bal-

ances for long-term debt, pref'epred stock and common equity'

shall be .theactual book balances as of the end of the prior

year. The cost rates for long-term debt and preferred stock

shall .be the_weighted average 'costdetermined in the manner .

required by the FPC. The cost rate for common equity will

be the rate granted in the last rate proceedings before the

ratemaking body having primary jurisdiction. The short-term

debt balances and the average balance fo~ CWIP plus nuclear

fuel in process of refinement,conversion, enrich~ent and



,Balance Sheet

FIGU.RE' 3

Effect of AFDC on Financial Statements

Income Statement

Assets

CWIP
(Plus AFUDC) -Expense

+Income

Expenses:
Other InteTest Expense

Less: Allowance for Borrowed Funds
used during construction

Net Interest Expense

Other Income:

Allowance for Other Funds used
during construction
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fabrication will be estimated for current year with appropriate

adjustment as actual data becomes available.

Further Implicati6ns,

Order No. 555

The recognition that (1) "used and useful"assets are not .

only plants in use, and (2) the const,ruction programs of

public utilities can create severe financial stress which may

require regulatory relief, h~s implications for future con

struction programs. It may encourage the installation of pollu

tion controls on present facilities instead of building new

facili.ties which use different non-polluting methods of genera

tion. This may not be the most optimal lo~g-run, economi~

decision, especially in cases where the energy requirements

for the abatement equ~pment are materially larger. It-will

offer a possible measure of relief for companies whic~ are

heav~ly conunitted to nuclear construction and under financial

stress.

Order No. 561

The formula used for calculation of the AFUDC rate will

propably result in a different rate than, formerly employed.

The method for recognizing AFUDC is therefore important. If the

straight capitalization method is used, current revenue requi~e

ments may not be affected. However, if a hybrid method is

used whereby CWIP is included in the rate base and AFUDC is
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subtracted from current revenue requirements, then current cash

flows will be affected. This will change the form in which in

come is realized . If the AFUDC rate is higher, .less current

cash operating income will be realized and mo~e deferred AFUDC

income will be capitalized. Conversely, if the AFUDC rate is

lower, more current'operating income will be realized, and less

AFUDC income. This regulation CQuld result in companies which'

employ this hybrid method having a transition period during

which their cash flows are materially affected.




